
                                                                                           No. 54 West 46th Street 
                                                             N.Y. Jan 29th 1885 
My own darling Harry, 

The heading of my letter tells you that I didn’t go to Madison. I came very near going, 
but it hardly seemed right and I have given it up.  I really felt that it would do me good and I 
wanted to go but under the circumstances it didn’t seem best.  I’m going to commence at once 
to tell you something about the trip, for if I dont I fear I’ll never tell it.  We didn’t go for pleasure 
or even sight seeing, but simply because it was necessary to get Rem away from home.  We 
knew that he couldn’t enjoy any thing, but the constant change of scene would help him, and 
perhaps prevent a calamity we all dreaded.  If it did not interest him, it would at least distract 
his tho’ts and prevent his mind from dwelling entirely on his grief.  It would force him to think 
of other things, & tho’ of course it couldn’t make him forget even for a moment, it wouldn’t 
leave him free to brood over it.  Besides doing him good for the time we tho’t it would help him 
afterwards.  He has always been so devoted to the children and would amuse them by the hour 
and was a good a nurse as any mother, but when he had lost what he loved most he naturally 
felt that he had nothing left, tho’ he felt that he wanted the children with him every minute 
during those three dreadful days, and would not let them go out of his sight, yet he didn’t 
realize how much comfort they really were, and only a separation from them could make him 
appreciate this fully, tho’ he hadn’t been totally blind to all this any of the time, but the 
separation would give them a power over him that they could not have possessed if he had 
stayed at home, and make him feel that he had still some thing left to live for tho’ his most 
precious & best lovedy treasure had been taken from him.  This last was my idea of it.  The 
others seemed only anxious to get him away, but I felt that it would not really help him except 
perhaps for a time, and to go home would be sure to upset any slight good it might have done 
him.  All my hopes were based on those dear children.  I knew that they could do more for him 
than any of us, after he had come to fully appreciate them.  The change of scene would help 
him some for a time, but I knew that he would miss the children and long for them & this was 
what I hoped for, and it came even sooner than I expected.  He spoke of taking them and I said 
“Rem you must not think of such a thing.  Why you’d have nothing to come home for, & you 
couldn’t have the courage to come back here if it wasn’t for them.  They will make your coming 
home much easier & you must leave them here.”  He seemed to see at once how it would be, & 
said, “Effie you are right.  I couldn’t have courage to come back if I hadn’t the children to draw 
me back.  I think these little fellows will perhaps be able to comfort me, and I believe you are 
right and I’ll do as you say.”  I knew before we started that sight seeing could not amount to 
much, but it would divert his mind a little to have a constant change of scene, & it is a relief to 
be going going going and it would help him while he was getting used to the loss.  Of course we 
couldn’t any of us enjoy anything, and we didn’t see anything thoroughly, except the country 
thro’ which we passed, but it gave us all an idea of things, and I know about all I care to about 
the South.  You know about the first stage of our journey from N.Y. to Washington.  I did the 
public buildings pretty thoroughly when I was there two years ago, and seem to have a better 
idea of them than Maggie.  Col Langdon is a splendid one to show people around a City.  Every 
thing looked so natural that I could hardly believe that I had only spent two short weeks there.  
In those two weeks I became so familiar with the place and all the principal buildings etc, & I 
really became wonderful attached to the place.  It is South to be sure but not far enough down 



to seem like a Southern City.  We hoped that we could interest Rem there, but everything 
failed, and we were particularly unfortunate, for instantly when we went to the Capitol he 
showed some slight degree of interest, & we felt encouraged.  We suggested going to the 
Senate, and he seemed to be not only willing, but rather anxious to go, and we hoped that 
there would be something interesting & exciting going on.  If there had been I really believe it 
would have done him good, but we found them mourning the death of Colfax, and having a sort 
of memorial meeting for other noted men who have died within the last few years.  Of course 
this had a bad effect, and we had to leave and nothing could interest him after that, tho’ we did 
all we could, but finally had to go back to the hotel with him.  That same day some one in 
speaking to him about something turned to Maggie & said called her his wife.  It was a natural 
mistake for any one to make.  They were both in mourning & as we were all together it was not 
strange for anyone to suppose that they were husband & wife and I was a sister or friend 
traveling with them, but of course it was an unfortunate speech.  Every book we picked up 
happened to be something sad, and it seemed that we were fated to strike every thing at the 
wrong time or in the wrong place.  We drove a great deal and that seemed to be the only thing 
we could do.  I saw really more of the City than I did before, and would have no trouble in 
finding my way around.  I could do that before, tho’, but this trip made it all more familiar.  I 
could take you around Washington much better than I could take you around Brooklyn, but you 
remember the remark you made when you were trying to find some one who could tell you 
how to go to Adelphi St.  “Well! if the natives cant find their way around and dont know 
anything about their own City, a stranger cant hope to go straight.”  Even the policemen didn’t 
know anything, so you didn’t think of blaming me for not knowing my way.  While we were in 
Washington we arranged a meeting.  I had left home in such a hurry that I hadn’t had time to 
think what I needed, and Maggie & I found ourself ourselves minus hairpins and pins and little 
things we’d need if we went on any further.  I also had left my paper home by mistake.  I 
supposed I’d be able to write often, and tho’t I put in a good supply of paper.  I supposed I 
remembered laying it out, but I didn’t get it in my bag.  I took a little book along to write on (the 
one I used when I wrote on my way to Orange) and in that I found a few stray sheets which I 
used on Sunday.  I wanted to have some on hand, and got a very convenient little pad, and it 
isn’t necessary to have a book to write on, & the cover of it is a blotter.  Well I was to do these 
little errands and then meet them, but there was some misunderstanding and we missed each 
other.  I returned to the hotel but they were not there (this was Monday Morning) so I 
determined to go over to the Corcoran Gallery, and left a note for them in case they returned 
so that they wouldn’t be worried or so that they could send for me if they wanted me.  I said 
however that I wouldn’t stay long, because we were to have an early lunch and ago to the 
Capitol etc.  I had only a little time there, but I did want so much to see that beautiful Charlotte 
Corday.  It struck me as even more beautiful than ever.  I think it is wonderful.  I never saw a 
more perfect flesh color.  If I turned my head down on my shoulder and looked at it, it seemed 
as tho’ it couldn’t be a picture, as tho’ it must be really a prison with some live person standing 
there behind the bars.  It seems too lifelike & natural natural for a picture.  As usuall before, it 
had a fascination for me and held me there in spite of myself and made me neglect other 
pictures, but I have a better & clearer idea of the others than I had before, & got a catalogue to 
help me remember something about them.  I bought a photo of Charlotte Corday.  It isn’t much 
but will be better than nothing.  It would give one, who has never seen the picture, a f very 



poor idea of it, but it is very nice if one has seen it.  I expected to write to you that evening but 
we after I had gone to my room for the night, but we left Washington as you know on the 10:40 
P.M. train.  Rem was so much worse we had to do something for he couldn’t be satisfied and to 
stay in Washington any longer.  He was inclined to go home but I told him he had not made a 
fair test.  If he went home he might be still worse & would not want to stay, and that he might 
not be able to get Maggie to go again, & that I knew I couldn’t leave again after I once got 
home, & he would have no one if M. felt she couldn’t go, (and I knew well enough that she 
wouldn’t go again), besides, his longing for the children wasn’t strong enough to make it safe.  
He said he did long for the children.  I said “I know you do, and I’m glad of it.  It is a good sign” 
(he always likes to be encouraged this way & to be told that we see some hope for him) “but it 
must be a more intense longing.  After you have had and a certainty that you’ll find them a 
comfort.”  He said he tho’t he’d take my advice for I had been right before and had been honest 
with him, and he felt I did not tell him things merely to quiet him, but told him only what I 
believed to be true, and that it was so much better than to tell him anything only to comfort 
him at the time.  It was a mistake to try & make people believe that is would soon grow easier 
& they could feel the same again, because if they believed it for a time they’d soon discover 
their mistake & it would be all the harder.  He tho’t it might as well be faced, and it gave him 
great confidence in what I said because I hadn’t told him any thing but what I tho’t was true, so 
a comforting word from me helped him.  I didn’t try to make him think he was going thro’ the 
worst, but tried to prepare him for the dreadful moments he would have to struggle thro’.  I 
told him that he would always feel it, but that it was not natural for him to feel the sorrow as 
keenly always.  Time would do for him what it did for every one, but that he must expect to feel 
this way for some time.  It couldn’t be otherwise, & even when the edge wore off a little he 
would have terrible moments, but that I knew he would conquer if he would continue to be as 
brave as he had been so far, and to try to see that there would be something left to live for.  To 
train the children as Minnie would have them trained, to make them worthy of such a mother, 
so that sometime they could all meet together.  These talks we only had when we were alone 
and you dont know how much good they seemed to do him, or how they quieted him.  I heard 
that poor fellow when he was kneeling beside Minnie’s dead body talk to her almost as tho’ he 
tho’t her soul must be hovering very near him.  It was pitiful to hear him, but he finally said he 
would live so that he could meet her in heaven and would bring the children too.  He would do 
all he could to train them so that she could have them with her there, and then he prayed for 
strength to bear it, and for that faith that could give him peace.  Such an earnest pleading 
prayer I feel sure cannot go unanswered.  Well after our long talk he felt better & tho’t I was 
right and that it would be safer to give take my advice.  We went to see about the tickets & 
found that everything was engaged for that night except two sections on the Kennesaw Route, 
by which we didn’t care to risk a long trip, as we hadn’t heard anything favorable about it, & 
had heard several every unfavorable things about it.  We wanted to take the Atlantic Coast 
Road.  Start that night, and go as far as Savannah, stay there one night and then decide whether 
to go on to N.O. or turn around & come home, but there wasn’t a thing to be had on that road.  
Every thing had been engaged.  Then we went to the Virginia Midland office and there we 
couldn’t get anything to suit Rem.  Finally we went to the B. & P. ticket office, or rather the 
Pullman office at that station and there we found that we could get a drawing room that night 
and go thro’ to New Orleans without a change on the Virginia Midland.  Rem doubted our going 



so far but decided to have it reserved for him.  We went back and talked it over and he finally 
decided to engage it as far as Montgomery with the privilege of it from there to N.O. & to get it 
we had to buy tickets for M.  I went back to see about it.  Rem was going to send some one 
from the hotel, but I knew from what the man had said that there would be some funny work 
about it & knew the boy wouldn’t do it to suit Rem, so I offered to go, & he said “Oh Effie will 
you go?  I’d feel safe about it, and know you’ll get the thing straight & we’ll know what to count 
on,” so the boy was dismissed & paid.  Rem made me take a cab, & I went back to the Depot.  It 
was well I went for I saw thro’ this man’s performances.  He did not want me to pay for the 
drawing room till that night and said he’d merely reserve it for us and we could get the tickets 
that night.  I suspected he wanted to keep the tickets in case anyone wanted it all the way 
through and I insisted on having the tickets then and there and paying for them, for I knew Rem 
wouldn’t be satisfied or comfortable unless I brought them back.  That was the reason he 
wanted me to go, because he felt sure I’d settle it positively & make sure of it.  I had and awful 
fuss with the man and finally caught him in something he said, and then he gave me the written 
promise, and that night we found that I had done right to insist on it and Rem said I had done 
well to get it for otherwise we might have had considerable trouble.  Even after all this was 
done we were not really sure of going for Rem didn’t seem at all settled and only got the tickets 
and drawing room so that he could go if he wanted to.  He said he’d rather lose the money for 
them in case we didn’t use them, than to want to go & not be able to.  I waited for some thing 
definite to be settled before telegraphing you, but it wasn’t really sure that we’d go till a few 
minutes before it was time to start, and then we did not know how far we’d go.  Rem said he 
didn’t think we’d go as far as Montgomery, but he got the tickets that far so that we could have 
the drawing room & be sure of it, but we might turn back from any point, so you can imagine 
how I felt.  I knew if I sent a telegram you would not understand it if I couldn’t use more than 
ten or twenty words. as you would receive it on Tuesday A.M. and wouldn’t know till Wed. 
about my leaving home till Wed. and if I put it as uncertain as I would have had to put it you 
wouldn’t know how to take it.  I hadn’t time for a letter & besides my paper was packed in the 
bag, so I only had time to scratch off that mixed up postal, but you would understand what I 
was driving at, for before that reached you you had rec’d my letter & mamma’s.  It was time to 
go when I wrote it and they were calling me to come & were impatient at the delay, so I did not 
know what I was about.  I tho’t after we got started we would know something definite.  We’d 
know whether we wanted to go on or not, but and that I could telegraph you Tuesday Night & 
you’d get it the same time about that you’d receive the letters and would understand it after 
you had had the letters.  By the way did you receive my letter from Washington at the same 
time that you had mamma’s or was it after.  If it came at the same time, or before, the 
Washington postmark must have surprised you & startled you.  We reached Danville in the 
A.M. at about 7 or 7:30 _ had a fairly good breakfast, but the coffee was beastly and everything 
was fried.  I tho’t of what you told me of Southern cooking. You got so tired of fried things.  
Fried chicken isn’t bad by any means when it is done properly, but fried steak or chops are not 
fit to eat.  There are lots of fried things that I like but when they are swimming in grease, & all 
soft from soaking in it, instead of being crisp, & dry, then I detest fried things.  Still, we 
managed to make out a breakfast at Danville and it wasn’t bad.  We passed thro’ the most bar 
barren, miserable, stupid, flat, uninteresting Country after leaving D. and there wasn’t one 
thing worth looking at till the middle of the afternoon. Rem fell asleep during the morning & I 



tried to write to you, (that was the beginning of the scraps I have told you about,) but he only 
slept a few moments & after he woke up I couldn’t write.  He was terribly nervous and we had 
our hands full I can assure you.  We reached Charlotte N.C for dinner.  I think I have told you 
about our using the twenty minutes for a walk and telling the porter to get our dinner for us & 
bring it on the car so that we could have it after we started & not waste our time for exercise in 
the eating room.  I have told you of the stuff we found there.   The sight of that tray was 
enough to make a pig sick, and we couldn’t eat any thing.  We had tho’t of getting off at 
Charlotte or rather Rem had talked of it, but he said afterwards that he wouldn’t want to wait 
in such a place for the train North.  Oh it was dirty & unattractive, and that dreadful tray full we 
found, was the last straw, and we never want to see the place again.  Toward the latter part of 
the afternoon we actually saw a mountain, and things began to improve, and we saw several 
mountains.  Rem had determined to leave the train at Toccoa and take the first train North 
from there, but this change for the better made him change his mind again, and he said he 
guessed we’d try it a little longer.  We had a delicious supper in spite of the inevitable chicken 
leg, which looked as tho’ it had been cooked a week and then warmed up in some hot grease, 
but we gave that dish a wide berth and made our supper on ham & eggs and delicious waffles, 
and some thing hot to drink, which actually had a slight flavor of coffee, and we felt as tho’ we 
had had quite a feast, and during the evening Rem decided that we’d keep on till we reached 
Montgomery any how, which would be at 6:30 the next morning.  We reached Atlanta at 
Midnight, and could only get a faint idea of the place.  It seemed to about the best place along 
the road, but perhaps the night was a favorabley time to see it, & have a good impression.  The 
part of Montgomery we saw was anything but pleasant, and Rem decided as it was only 13 
hours more to Mo New Orleans we had better go on.  He had spoken to the conductor the 
night before and told him to get the tickets any how whether we’d use them or not, for he tho’t 
we’d go and we might as well be on the safe side.  I told you about the buffet car which was 
promised, and which we didn’t meet, and how we lost our breakfast by taking a walk at 
Montgomery, thinking we could have our breakfast in the car after we started, and get a better 
breakfast and a nice walk besides.  Not a beautiful walk, but the exercise we tho’t would rest 
us.  It did, and I guess it did us as much good as the chicken leg at Montgomery could have 
done.  Tell me, is there any thing peculiar about the Southern chicken.  I dont remember seeing 
any live ones and I dont remember seeing anything but the “drum sticks” cooked, and think 
perhaps the southern chicken is “mostly all” leg, (you have heard me tell the “mostly all ear” 
story).  Any way that is what we always got, & every one else at the table had the same thing, 
so I wondered how it happened that we never saw any other part of the chicken, and we didn’t 
try to eat what we had put before us.  They must have been left over for a week, and refused by 
every one, and at each meal, warmed up to tempt some other unfortunate starved victim.  
After leaving M. the scenery began to improve.  It was all flat, but we passed thro’ miles & miles 
of beautiful pine forests, and here & there came to a swampy place where things were green 
and vines tangled.  Tho’ there wasn’t any wonderful beauty about such places, yet it was a 
relief to me to see something besides that red barren soil with nothing to hide it, but old brown 
dried grass here & there.  Until after we passed Montgomery we saw nothing to indicate that 
we were in the South except that every thing was flat and uninteresting, and no one seemed to 
be more than half witted.  Even the Conductors didn’t know anything.  They did not know the 
stations any better than we did.  They were good natured, and if any one asked them where we 



were, they’d say they didn’t know but would try and find out and they’d get a time table and 
find out from that.  They couldn’t tell the name of a river to save them.  They knew the stations 
for meals & that was all they did know.  When they are going over the road all the time I cant 
imagine how they can help knowing it all by heart.  All these things might raise a suspicion in 
the minds of travellers that they were in the South, but until the last day every thing looked as 
much like winter as it does North, and nothing looked as I supposed it would, and all that day 
there was a sameness which was so dreary and monotonous.  The moment we got out of the 
forests we’d strike either a swamp or a flat barren country.  Then we would get in another 
forest.  We were so starved when we reached Pensacola Junction that we actually ate 
sandwiches that we would not have looked at under any other circumstances.  If we’d had our 
breakfast we wouldn’t have taken a bite of such a lunch.  The place we ate it in was so cold, all 
open so that people could come it in, and we were chilled thro’.  We had to stand up by a 
counter that would have taken our appetites away if they had been anything ordinary, but they 
were not.   They were extraordinary and we almost enjoyed those dreadful things.  [ill.] We 
couldn’t bring ourselves to touching anything but hard boiled eggs sandwiches & coffee.  The 
other things were still worse.  We had to drink the vile coffee at all these places, because [ill.] 
the weather was so cold we had to have some thing hot to drink and it was more easily 
swallowed than the tea.  I had tea once and found of the two evils coffee was the least.  The tea 
I could not go.  This lunch counter I have told you about was at Pensacola Junction.  One might 
at least expect to be comfortably warm, but we actually shivered.  We reached Mobile about 
3:30 or 4 P.M. and from there on had very pretty water scenery and I think that part of the ride 
would have been beautiful if it had only been clear but it was cloudy, & rather misty, and that 
cheated us out of the best part of the scenery.  We couldn’t see way off in the distance.  A great 
deal of the time the Gulf was in sight or else the bays & inlets.  If it had been clear we could 
have seen way out to sea, but the near view was very pretty.  About dark we saw a beautiful 
fire in the forests.  It grew dark very early.  I have told you about reaching New Orleans and 
about the hotels.  I have heard a good deal about Canal St., but failed to see where the 
remarkable beauty came in.  The whole place was a nest for disease I should think.  I dont 
wonder they have yellow fever & only wonder how people can live there at all.  It isn’t dirty.  It 
is filthy.  Even the best Sts are disgraceful or they were when we were there.  There are some 
fine buildings, and some beautiful residences, but they are few and far between.  We had a 
carriage to drive out  to the Exposition, and then after we returned we had one for three hour, 
and the drivers were told to take us thro’ the best parts of the city, both in the morning on our 
way to the Exposition, and in the afternoon when we went merely to see the City.  There were 
some odd old places, but we were all disappointed in the place.  There was one St. they called 
the Shell road road (like asphalt pavement) and it was the only respectable road in the place.  
There was hardly a street where we could drive without running the risk of getting stuck in the 
mud.  In fact the gentleman we met at the hotel, the friend of Rem’s I told you about, advised 
us not to try to go out in a carriage.  The Exposition grounds are four miles out.  They have no 
decent drive out.  The carriages have to go on the horse car tracks, and you cant make time 
going that way.  On either side of the tracks the mud it terrible, in many places up to the hubs 
of the wheels.  If you have good luck it takes an hour to go there, but if by any chance you had 
to get off the track you might spend the day on the way.  The Exposition grounds are very 
pretty, the grass very fresh and green, and the trees with the moss on them look very pretty 



especially on a pleasant day, but the sun only shown on part of two days during our trip.  The 
last day it showed a sickly light about the middle of the morning & then disappeared after a 
brief stay of half an hour and the rest of the time was horrid[,] cloudy[,] misty & cold.  The other 
time was in Washington, for part of Sunday.  It may have been out for an hour or so on Monday 
the early part of the morning, but I haven’t a very clear idea.  I know those times were all.  The 
rest of the time it either rained or looked as tho’ it was going to pour the next minute.  I told 
you about our disappointment over the Exposition.  I’d rather go to the American Institute fair 
any day.  The Horticultural Hall was a very nice building, but we didn’t spend many minutes 
there, and I held my handkerchief to my nose all the time we were there.  The entire place was 
filled with rows of tables & on these tables were placed as many ap plates as possible, & on 
each plate there were three apples.  They plates were one of the small sized plates so you can 
imagine that the apples were nothing remarkable, but phew! how they did smell.  Along the 
sides of the building (inside) were quantities of cactus plants.  Not one was in f bloom and you 
can imagine they didn’t look gorgeous, or even pretty.  Well now you know every thing about 
that building, tables, plates, apples apples, & cactuses, nothing else.  The art gallery hadn’t a 
thing in it not even a chromo.  The main building failed to interest us.  We saw a few kind of 
pretty things but not to compare with what we see here in the store windows any day we go 
down town.  We went on to the State building and that didn’t cause any burst of enthusiasm, 
and we soon saw all we cared to see, & there wasn’t any thing but what we had all seen before, 
if it happened to be a thing worth seeing;  there were plenty of things that [ill.] we had never 
seen before because they would not think of showing such trash in a Northern City.  There were 
some collections of animals etc. That might have interested you, but I’m not a judge of such 
collections, and cant say any thing about them, but I imagine you’d say the collection at the 
Smithsonian Inst. would interest you more, and if it is like every thing else there, it is as a great 
a fizzle.  Our trip, if we had gone only for the Exposition, and had gone as most people do, 
would have been a failure.  I can imagine the disgust of those who have denied themselves 
other things for the sake of going.  They have probably expected some thing like the Exposition 
at Phila.  I have heard of a couple who went there on their wedding trip, thinking they would 
enjoy that so much, & they were so disgusted with the show, and wish they had chosen some 
other place.  They think any place would have been better.  I think so myself.  Our trip home 
was far the best part of it all in spite of the danger, tho’ I suffered terribly to be so near you & 
yet so far.  Oh Harry you cant imagine the horrible feeling.  You seemed just out of reach, and it 
was so tantalizing.  I needed you so and wanted you so, and I cant describe the terrible feeling it 
gave me.  I hadn’t been able to hear from you for a week and that week seemed like ages.  So 
much had happened, and we had passed thro’ so much suffering, and I felt that I needed your 
letters more than ever and felt they could help me so much.  I knew I’d find several on my 
return home and I was longing so to get them, but when I tho’t of the possibility of seeing you I 
was fairly wild, and it was a dreadful trial to give it up.  Oh Harry there is so much we could say 
to each other, so much I long to say to you.  There is something we are very much excited and 
enraged about.  I cant write it for it is too long a story.  But I’ll tell you it is about that Miss 
Stuart I told you of in my last letter.  Oh! how I detest her.  She is trying to get around me and 
I’d about as soon have a snake near me.  She is still at Rem’s, and she is played playing a very 
desperate game for all it is worth.  She’d like to make trouble between Maggie and Rem and 
she will if possible.  But she is being watched very closely I can tell you, tho’ she thinks she is so 



deep that no one will suspect her.  Oh it would make you boil if you could see her actions.  No 
one likes to go to Rem, but think things are getting to such a pass that if he says the least thing 
about her to me, how I like her or anything of the sort, I’ll tell him what I know & make no 
bones about it even to spare his feelings.  It is Maggie’s place to talk to him but it will probably 
end in falling on me.  If it does I’ll do it.  Something has come out today and we have caught her 
in more underhand work, and I am so worked up over it I can hardly hold myself together.  But I 
wont allow myself to go on.  It only excites me more and I must try and calm down.  I have got 
to go up there tomorrow and I wont dare to if I feel like I do now.  My darling darling Harry I 
dont know what would have become of me without your letters this week.  They have been 
such a comfort & such a blessing.  I’d like to go on writing all night, but will have to stop.  This is 
Saturday night I’m sorry to say and this new development in the Stuart case prepe prevented 
my keeping my promise – one more thing I have against her.  She came down for me to go up 
to Harlem and I consented to go.  She wants to fool me & be friends but I guess she’ll find she 
got hold of the wrong girl.  Maggie dont hesitate to show her how she feels toward her.  I act 
very offish and not at all as tho’ I liked her, but dont show how thoroughly I detest her, for that 
will only make matters worse, so I’ll try and treat her decently, but wont show any friendly 
feeling for her.  In the meantime I’ll keep my eye on her.  I must stop now or I cant get this in in 
time for the mail which reaches Lafayette on Monday afternoon.  I am terribly sorry not to get 
it to you by Monday Morning, but it was simply impossible unless I had sent it with the first four 
sheets only. 
Goodnight my own Harry, 
With deepest love & devotion 
             always your own 
                        Effie. 
  


